ABSTRACT Field emitters and microplasmas often use series resistors to mitigate the rapid increase in current density that reduces device stability. This paper investigates the impact of external resistance on the transition of electron emission mechanism as a function of applied voltage V app , gap distance D, and electron mobility μ. For low μ (high gas pressure), the circuit transitions from Fowler-Nordheim (FN) to space charge limited emission by Mott-Gurney (MG) and Child-Langmuir (CL) before reaching Ohm's law (OL). At higher μ, a triple point arises where the asymptotic solutions for FN, MG, and CL intersect. This triple point is uniquely defined by D, μ, or gap voltage V g while also defining a specific gap impedance Z tp . When R ≤ Z tp , the electron emission transitions from FN to MG to CL to OL with increasing V app while MG and CL are bypassed at higher R. For a given R, increasing the applied voltage or emission current causes the gap to appear as a short.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electron emission is an important phenomenon in high brightness electron sources [1] - [2] , light sources [3] , vacuum electronics [4] - [5] , and microdischarges [6] where one desires to avoid gas breakdown for microdevices and induce gas breakdown for microplasmas. Numerous studies have examined the phenomena behind electron emission [4] - [5] , [7] - [13] , particularly the transition from field emission, given by the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) equation, to space charge limited emission (SCLE) given by the Child-Langmuir (CL) law at vacuum [7] - [12] and MottGurney (MG) law at general pressure [13] . Asymptotic studies have predicted the transition from FN to CL at vacuum [7] , CL to MG for plasma sheaths [13] , and FN to Paschen's law for microscale gas breakdown [14] - [17] . We have recently derived asymptotic relationships to determine the transition between CL, FN, and MG by incorporating frictional loss into the electron motion equation, as well as demonstrating the existence of a "triple point" where all three asymptotic solutions match [18] . The "triple point" provides practical design insight by giving the critical mobility/pressure under which electron emission will transition directly from FN to CL, while bypassing the MG regime [18] , which has important implications when predicting gas breakdown for sub-microscale gaps to indicate the appropriate SCLE mechanism that drives the transition [16] .
Because electron emission current density increases rapidly with voltage, which is deleterious to emitter stability, one may add a series resistor to improve stability [19] ; however, this may increase operating voltage and cost while reducing efficiency [20] . Similarly, one may add an external resistor to control device current in microplasma devices [21] - [23] . These experiments [21] motivated one-dimensional planar particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations incorporating an external resistor [22] with good agreement with experimental results [21] ; however, the conditions were not in the field emission dominated regime.
These studies indicate the importance of characterizing the transition between electron emission and breakdown regimes with external lumped circuit elements, such as external resistors, which play pivotal roles in controlling system current and may also change the dominant emission and breakdown regime. While a theoretical study explored this behavior by extending the asymptotic theory unifying CL and FN [7] with an external resistor [20] in vacuum, applying this behavior to microplasmas or even to vacuum devices with slight leakage requires incorporating collisions. Analogous to [20] , which elucidated the regimes where field emission and the resistor dominate, the current study extends our previous work incorporating collisions into the transition from FN to SCLE [18] by adding a series resistor. This permits the simultaneous exploration of the impact of collisions and an external resistor on the transition between CL, MG, and FN. For a sufficiently large resistance, the gap has negligible effects on the circuit, which is critical for many experimental setups [21] . This analysis has important practical implications on selecting a sufficient resistance to effectively minimize current without necessitating an impractically high applied voltage.
II. MODELING AND ANALYSIS
Similar to our previous study to assess the impact of collisions on the transition from field emission to space-charge limited emission [18] , we consider a one-dimensional, planar geometry with the parallel plates separated by gap distance D, gap voltage V g , and a neutral gas with electron mobility μ, giving a diode impedance Z as a function of V g and current density J. In this case, we include a resistor of resistance R in series with diode and the applied voltage V app , such that V app = V g . The resulting circuit equation is
with Z ≡ V g /(JS) and current I ≡ JS for emitter surface area S.
To reduce parameters, we nondimensionalize by defining
where φ is the electric potential, x is the spatial coordinate, t is time, E is electric field, and v is the electron velocity. The bars denote dimensionless parameters and the terms with subscript 0 represent the scaling terms, given by
where e is the electron charge, 0 is the permittivity of free space, A and B are FN coefficients, and m is the electron mass. We calculate V g and J as in [18] .
Asymptotically, we observe transitions in electron emission mechanism without a resistor [18] if we consider only V g . Specifically, we obtain the FN solution given bȳ
where E = V g /D in the absence of space charge when μ −1 ≥ 9 exp(D/V g )/(8D); the CL limit of
8D); and the MG limit ofJ
, the entire circuit will tend toward Ohm's law (OL), orJ Figure 1a shows the transitions between the asymptotic solutions in (4)- (7) for D = 10 7 , μ = 0.7, and R = 10 4 as a function of V app . The solution follows the minimum energy or minimum current principle, following the asymptotic relation giving the lowest V app at a particular J, with modified behavior at transitions between asymptotes. At low J and V app , the effect of the resistor is vanishingly small upon the circuit; the opposite holds at high J and V app when the gap becomes negligible. As before [18] , gap emission behavior transitions from FN to MG to CL as V app increases; however, the external resistor causes the overall circuit to exhibit predominantly OL at very high J and V app . While real devices operate in a much narrower range of J and V than depicted in Fig. 1a, Fig. 1a demonstrates the conditions for transitioning between or operating within any combination of emission conditions. Figure 1b assesses the transitions with varying R at constant μ = 4843 and D = 10 7 to match triple point conditions [18] . The dimensionless impedance at the triple point is Z tp = 1.38×10 11 . To assess the influence of an external resistor, we consider R = Z tp , R Z tp , and R Z tp . For R > Z tp , the behavior transitions directly from FN to OL. At R = Z tp the FN, CL, and MG asymptotes intersect with OL, again resulting in the direct transition from FN to OL. When 0 < R < Z tp , emission transitions from FN to CL (since it passes through the triple point) to Ohm's law with the space-charge regime controllable by altering the resistance.
These transitions occur gradually. Figure 2a shows the quotient between the voltage predicted in (4)- (7) and V app as a function of J; for (4)-(6), we assume R = 0, asymptotically. While each regime (FN, MG, CL, OL) has a region where it dominates (V g0 /V app ≈ 1, where V g0 represents one of the limits from (4)- (6)), there are also large, transitionary regions. During these transitions, the fractions do not add to unity because there is no clear demarcation between regimes, nor are they independent of each other. Thus, despite the asymptotic limits intersecting abruptly, a gap operating in these intermediate regimes cannot be fully modeled by a single scaling law, even several orders of magnitude away from the transition point between any/all of (4)- (7). Figure 2b shows that at the triple point, where the four asymptotic solutions intersect (including R = Z tp ), (4)- (7) are less than 40% accurate. In this case, the full solution for V g and J from [18] must be coupled with (1) to obtain accurate results.
Practically, the resistor acts as a voltage divider. At the intersection of OL for R = Z tp and the exact solution for R = 0, voltage is divided evenly between the circuit elements. The voltage division effect is spread over several orders of magnitude for V app and J and varies linearly on a semi-log scale when R ≈ Z g . In addition, for low V app and J, V app ≈ V g . These conditions facilitate conversion between V app and V g . Thus, the specific electron emission mechanism may be tunable by appropriate selection of applied voltage, injected current, or external resistor. Figure 3 shows the impact of moderate J and V app on the division of voltage across the gap and resistor. At low J, the resistor is negligible and most of the voltage is across the gap, causing the behavior to more closely mimic R = 0 in the FN regime. As J increases, the voltage across the gap and resistor match, corresponding to the triple point. At higher J, Fig. 1 shows that OL dominates, as indicated in Fig. 3 by the resistor having a higher potential difference than the gap. Figure 4 shows the unique conditions of μ tp , D tp , and V g,tp that yield the triple point [18] with the corresponding Z tp . Selecting any of the first three parameters uniquely defines the other three for the triple point. Fig. 1b shows that selecting R ≤ Z tp ensures that electron emission will transition from FN to CL to OL with increasing V g or J.
As a practical example, we apply (2) and (3) 6 (E/P) 1/2 where v e and E are in cgs units and P is in Torr [24] , giving P = 794 Torr. This suggests that the gap acts like vacuum at any pressure below one atmosphere for these conditions. While the triple point is not directly related to the mean-free path, this gap distance is on the order of the mean-free path in air, which we recently estimated as 539 nm at 760 Torr [25] . Finally, Z tp = 1.26×10 10 (Z tp = 1.53 M ); thus, selecting R > 1.53 M would mask any SCLE (CL or MG) behavior in the I-V characteristics of the circuit, regardless of pressure. However, applying sufficient E to achieve the triple point in this condition may cause cathode breakdown before satisfying the triple point condition. This shows the value of the triple point as a diagnostic; an experimentalist can surmise, knowing only D and p, that this example gap will normally operate purely in the FN mode for V < 1.91 kV. The triple point also predicts the conditions necessary for the existence of the MG regime; above the triple point pressure, emission will transition from FN to MG to CL, while lower pressures exhibit vacuum-like behavior over the entire spectrum of V and J. Furthermore, tuning the external resistor may allow modifying the potential difference across the gap to control electron emission behavior.
III. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrates the impact of the transition of electron emission mechanism from adding a resistor in series with a diode and voltage source. The gap behavior transitions from FN to MG to CL; the resistor causes the circuit to transition to OL when R Z g . The triple point where FN, MG, and CL intersect is defined by selecting V g , μ (or pressure), or D, which uniquely defines the other two parameters and the gap impedance, Z tp . When R < Z tp , electron emission transitions from FN to CL directly, while electron emission transitions from FN to OL when R > Z tp . Thus, the resistance plays a critical role in the significance of space charge on emission, which has important effects on field emitters in both vacuum [20] and microplasma generation [22] . This becomes particularly important as gap size is reduced below ∼1 µm [17] , which is close to the triple point for nitrogen [18] , which should be close to that of air. This motivates additional consideration of resistor selection in circuit design for driving microplasmas or assuring reliability when designing microscale or nanoscale electronics.
